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What is the MAP Academy?

The MAP Academy is a project of the the Art & Photography Foundation, a Public 
Charitable Trust, registered in Bengaluru in 2011 that has 80G, 12AA, CSR and FCRA 
certifications. Whilst our work is also supported by the Museum of Art & Photography 
(MAP), our editorial choices are entirely independent. Managed by a diverse group of 
researchers and editors working remotely from across India and beyond, the MAP 
Academy is a nonprofit, online platform that encourages new ways of engaging with the 
histories of art across the Indian subcontinent, strengthening public access to knowledge 
while also introducing new resources and approaches towards existing and ongoing 
scholarship. We are driven by the belief that art history is inherently interdisciplinary, and 
that any sustained engagement with the subject must encourage a sense of respect and 
understanding for the social worlds, communities, practices and cultures from which it 
emerges. You can learn  more about our work here. 

https://mapacademy.io/


What do we do?

Our work broadly involves collecting, consolidating and synthesising 
existing scholarship into clear and accessible material, all of which is 
carefully researched and cited. The MAP Academy platform consists of three 
main components, each being built as an open resource to online audiences 
across the world. These include: 

1. Encyclopedia of Art
2. Online Courses
3. Blog Posts 



Our Content

Although produced in-house by our team, our projects are often also 
developed in collaboration with knowledge partners that represent a variety 
of cultural organisations. Our content assumes no prior knowledge of art 
history or South Asian history and aims to empower audiences from a 
variety of backgrounds with thought-provoking ideas that are made 
accessible rather than oversimplified. 

As a non-profit educational institution, we are committed to making our 
content easily accessible to the public. The majority of our offerings will 
remain free of charge to all users, and in the rare events that any charges are 
applied to any of our programming, these will always remain with non-profit 
remits. 



Media Usage



Online Courses

Typically, our courses will be delivered in the form of illustrated texts, short 
videos and quiz questions, on our online platform, LearnDash. The images 
we request may appear as film stills in videos, or illustrate textual content. 
Learners will not be able to download any of the images from here. 

All images used within course content – whether in the form of a video, 
illustrated text or quiz – will be accompanied by an option to download 
detailed captions. These will include as much detail as you might like. 



Captions

All images used in our content will be numbered for reference. In the case that specific 
images (such as artworks) are discussed more extensively, they will be accompanied by a 
three line caption on screen. This will be in the following format:

Line 1: Image Title/ Description, Date

Line 2: Artist / Maker / Culture / Maker details, Medium / Dimensions

Line 3: Courtesy

Given that there is limited space on screen for all images to have captions, it might not be 
possible for all images to be captioned in detail onscreen. However, within each video, 
learners will be provided with a downloadable PDF that contains detailed captions 
corresponding to their assigned numbers. Furthermore, each video will end with a media 
and image courtesy slide, which would mention you. 



All images used 
in videos  will be 

numbered like 
this.

Image captions 
may appear like 

this 

Videos



Videos



Illustrated Text (with Image Carousels)

All images used 
in text-based 

content with be 
numbered and 
captioned like 

this.



As part of our quiz formatting, we might ask learners to identify images, in 
which case the captions may give away the answers. Therefore, quiz 
questions with images may not include on-screen captions. However, they 
will also be accompanied by a similar pdf with detailed captions that 
learners can access after they take the quiz.

Quizzes



Learners will be given the option to download detailed 
captions of all images used.

This document will include all relevant 
details pertaining to  the images.

Detailed Captions



Alterations

One of the design conventions used in our videos sometimes involves 
presenting them within masks. The shape of the mask may slightly change 
the corners of the images, and we might zoom in to or pan across particular 
areas. In such cases, we will indicate in the captions that the image is a 
“Detail.” In some instances, images might also be overlaid with text, however 
we will make sure that learners have the opportunity within other video 
frames to see the image without any obstructions as these texts (mostly 
short notes or captions) would fade in and out. 

As part of these topics, some images that illustrate objects (such as 
sculptures or textiles) may be edited to make backgrounds transparent, but 
we would only do this if it is not invasive.  



Images presented 
in masks.

Zoomed in images 
will be indicated as 

a ʻDetailʼ

Masks & Details



Objects may be 
presented with 

transparent  
backgrounds.

Backgrounds



Image Dissection

In very particular instances where weʼre looking closely at one artwork, we 
might choose to highlight specific parts of the work in order for learners to 
be able to recognise details. In such instances, we might either use an arrow 
to point at specific areas, add a temporary spotlight on sections, or show 
cropped details from the artwork. In all of these cases, weʼll ensure that 
learners first have the opportunity to view the artwork as a whole, without 
any alterations. Any image dissection will only be done for pedagogical 
purposes. 



Objects may be 
cropped and 

highlighted or 
analysed with 

diagrams

Dissection in order to understand artworks



Artworks  may be 
cropped to focus 

on various parts of 
the piece. 

Dissection in order to understand artworks



Parts of the artwork may be 
selected and highlighted out of 
its composition or be masked 

and used in isolation to put 
focus on particular elements of 

the artwork.

Dissection in order to understand artworks



Dissection in order to understand artworks

Numbers or diagrams may be 
used on the artworks for an 

analytical understanding of the 
composition.



Encyclopedia of Art 

As part of our Encyclopedia of Art, images will be used to illustrate 
articles and glossaries that span a variety of departments including: 
Pre-modern Art, Modern & Contemporary Art, Vernacular & Indigenous 
Art, Textiles and Photography. 

All of these entries will be accessible for free on the MAP Academy’s 
website, and all images used to illustrate them will be appropriately 
captioned and credited. 



Encyclopedia Entries 

All images will 
be captioned 

like this.



Glossaries

All images will 
be captioned 

like this.



Other Usage

Alongside our Online Courses and Encyclopedia of Art, we would be grateful 
to have your permission to also use your images as part of the MAP 
Academyʼs Website, blog posts and Instagram — all of which would also be 
freely accessible to the public on our website. We would, of course, credit 
you wherever relevant.

If we would ever like to use your images for any marketing or 
promotional purposes, we will always ask for separate permission from 
you. 



Further Access Partners

As an extension of our work at the MAP Academy, images may be 
re-published by our partners such as Smarthistory, Dainik Bhaskar, 
Deccan Herald and ThePrint among others. 

Through such non-commercial partnerships focussed on greater 
accessibility to knowledge, we hope to improve awareness of art history 
in the Indian subcontinent by reaching a much wider audience. All 
images will always be appropriately captioned and credited.



Our Ask

Given the usage details weʼve listed out, weʼd be grateful if you could share images or other media with us from your archive/collection, in the 
following formats:

1. Image Files - with a minimum of 1920 x 1080 pixels and 150 PPI. 

2. Video Files - Full HD video footage with a minimum resolution of 1920x1080

3. Caption information - for all images or videos. This would typically include information such as:
a. Artist First Name Last Name 
b. Artwork Name 
c. Date
d. Medium 
e. Dimensions
f. Accession Number (if applicable) 

g. Gallery/ Museum Collection, City
h. Credit Line (if applicable)
i.

Licensing period -  As part of our mission to make art history from South Asia more accessible, we anticipate that the content we publish on 
our website will remain there for perpetuity. Keeping in mind the nature of our image usage, we would hope that the licensing period of these 
images wonʼt be restricted to a certain length of time. Weʼd be happy to periodically remain in contact in case we make any alterations to our 
strategy or course design.



Thank You


